Composite Listing of HFW’s Most Endangered Places

Designation Key:  (Designations are a function of governmental entities)

- NR    Listed in the National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service
- RTHL  Recorded Texas Historic Landmark, State of Texas
- SAL    State Archaeological Landmark, State of Texas
- DD    Demolition Delay for up to 180 days
- H&C   Historic & Cultural Landmark, City of Fort Worth
- HSE   Highly Significant & Endangered, City of Fort Worth
- Yellow  Yellow indicates that the resource was saved or designated.
- Blue  Blue indicates a deal is in the works that HFW believes has potential.
- Red  Red indicates that the property was demolished.
- Green  For repetitive listings
- **  The owner asked for and received advice from HFW

2014

- **Ellis Pecan Building**, 1012 N. Main Street, 1924

- **Chase Court Gates & Medians**, 1700 Hemphill Street, 1906

- World War I Aviation History Sites
  - Ammunition Magazine, Taliaferro Field, 10121 Hicks Field Road, 1917
  - Airplane Silhouette Target, Taliaferro Field Gunnery Range, Chapel Hill, PID-12, 1918

- **U.S. Post Office Building**, 251 W. Lancaster Avenue, 1933; in 2014, USPS decided not to sell the building and rehabilitated a portion of the building as work space for postal inspectors

- **Sandage Avenue & Fort Worth’s Far South Neighborhoods Surrounding TCU**, 2700 Block of Sandage Avenue, c.1959-1964, and surrounding neighborhoods, 1920s-1950s; zoning overlay passed in 2014 to halt the construction of “stealth dorms” and limit the number of unrelated persons living in a single residence

- **City of Fort Worth Historic Preservation Program** - budget cuts have stripped the City’s preservation program of both staff and the ability to fulfill preservation goals in spite of the proven economic worth of the program